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INTRODUCTION
Wavelabs Insight is a validated architecture to bring AI-powered intelligence in
medical diagnostic decision-making, where we help our clients build tools and
technologies to increase diagnostic precision when interpreting medical images.
Our expertise is tested and validated on Wavelabs Insight framework - an end-to-end
open source, integrated pipeline and test bench. With this, we aim to help our
clients stay ahead of the curve, reduce cost of implementation and improve the
quality of overall medical imaging.

BRINGING AI EXPERTISE IN MEDICAL IMAGING
All-In-One Solution
Using Wavelabs Insight, we have validated complex algorithms on
large medical imaging datasets. Such expertise in understanding the
complexity of algorithms has helped us provide better technological
advice to our clients when selecting algorithms.

Empowers Radiology
Our framework is built on AI algorithms trained on large datasets of
images and correlated clinical records to detect anomalies in medical
images faster. We bring this knowledge to our clients and help them
select the right tools for their products which can help radiologists
provide comprehensive and accurate diagnosis, without compromising
the quality of care.

Transform Patient Care
Our expertise can help our clients build products and solutions that
can transform patient care. We deliver end-to-end use case
implementation for medical imaging—from data cleansing and
setting up the training pipeline to a deployed AI solution with realworld impact.
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3D Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) for

Lung CT-Scans
Triage, Diagnostic Aid & Quantification Tools for CT Scans
Medical AI processes billions of images of internal organs, tumors,
foetuses, skeletal components, dental features, retinal scans, etc.
In addition to this, the increased use of video-driven technology
for robotic, procedural, and non-invasive surgery adds to the
“digitization” of medical imaging.
We built expertise in using CT scan imaging to help our clients
identify and localise abnormalities, enabling high quality and
affordable diagnosis around the world.
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IMAGE LABELING
RIL-CONTOUR
RIL-Contour helps create an environment that enables clinically oriented users to
utilize deep learning models to rapidly annotate medical imaging.
RIL-Contour supports using fully automated deep learning methods, semiautomated methods, and manual methods to annotate medical imaging with voice
and/or text annotations. It accelerates dataset annotation and model development
by facilitating rapid collaboration between analysts, radiologists, and engineers.

ITK-SNAP
ITK-SNAP provides semi-automatic segmentation using active contour methods, as
well as manual delineation and image navigation.
In addition to these core functions, it also offers several supporting utilities:
Linked cursor for seamless 3D navigation
Manual segmentation in three orthogonal planes at once
A modern graphical user interface
Support for many different 3D image formats, including NIf TI and DICOM
Support for concurrent, linked viewing
Segmentation of multiple images
Support for color, multi-channel, and time-variant images
3D cut-plane tool for fast post-processing of segmentation results
Our expertise in using these tools will help create innovative machine learning
models to stay ahead of the competition.

Global Medical Imaging Market Poised to
Grow by $ 17.64 Billion During 2020-2024,
Progressing at a CAGR of 8%
- ResearchAndMarkets.com
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DATA ENGINEERING
We have tested and validated CT Scan data transformation algorithms as part of
Wavelabs Insight framework. Our expertise can assist our clients in dealing with

complex data engineering algorithms, workflow and software tools.

DATA PRE-PROCESSING STEPS
Load and process DICOM files

Convert the pixel values to Hounsfield Units (HU).

Resample to an isomorphic resolution to remove
variance in scanner resolution.
3D plotting, visualization

Lung segmentation

Normalisation

Zero centering the scans

Raw Image

Model Input Ready
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TRAINING PIPELINE
We tested and validated 3D Convolutional Neural Networks as key training
algorithm and incorporated in Wavelabs Insight toolchain. Expertise in
formulating the parameters in 3D Convnet and performance tuning will
enable us to help our clients design and implement better solutions which
might provide higher prediction power.
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Figure 1 - Classification of Lung Anomalies in CT Scans
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MODEL SERVING
Models can be served from an integrated on-premise serving framework, that Wavelabs
Insight team has stitched together using open source toolchains. Serving framework
should include API interface to send images and receive prediction results. Monitoring,
logging and debugging agents are also integrated into the serving framework.

Raw Image

Masked Image

Final Image

MONITORING AND LOGGING
Wavelabs Insight also provides for real time quantification and progression monitoring
services within its framework. It provides for fully automated detection, quantification and
visualization of key metrics at each step of the process.

Grafana Dashboard for Monitoring
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U-Net Algorithm for Analysing

Brain MRI Scans
Relying on Smarter MRIs to Aid in Better Decision Making
With the aim to save hundreds of hours of valuable time of
imaging experts, Wavelabs built an AI solution powered by deep
learning algorithms designed to bridge the gap in the imaging
space, empowering medical experts, patients, and other decision
makers, and potentially simplifying the dynamics of imaging
workflow. Using semantic segmentation based deep learning
algorithm to analyze and detect various brain abnormalities
provides an effective tool to medical practitioners.
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DATA PIPELINE
Built and trained on a collection of high-quality MRI scan images, Wavelabs Insight can
ensure better image processing results with reduced variability. 2D and 3D visualization
and representation tools are integrated into the pipeline to ensure that the right datasets
are sent for training the algorithms.

TRAINING PIPELINE
We validated and tested U-Net algorithm for semantic segmentation required for MRI scan
images. The algorithm is an autoencoder which removes noise from an image dataset and
focuses on the image data that is relevant to the problem. The algorithm uses no optimizer
since the gradient calculator is disabled. There is no scheduler in the algorithm either.
This U-Net model comprises of three down sample convolution neural networks and three
up sample convolution neural networks. There is a max pool layer between each of these
networks. Each convolution network has 6 layers. The model first up samples and then
down samples. On an average, the image size is doubled first and then halved g. The
parameters start off with an image of 1x64x3x3 and then are doubled to 256x256x3x3. After
this, the parameter values are halved to 64x64x3x3 through 2 convolution networks.
The above network results in extracting the relevant part of a MRI scan image.
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Figure 2 - Segmentation Based Brain MRI Diagnosis
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SERVING PIPELINE
The Insight framework provides advanced post-processing capabilities for work with 3D
images. The inferencing pipeline can generate high quality renderings of the identified
masked areas superimposed on the original image for easy visual localization and further
investigation. With this framework, radiologists can treat a medical imaging result as a
source of data that aids in having a full understanding of a patient’s condition.

Raw Image

Masked Image

Final Image

MONITORING AND LOGGING
Wavelabs Insight also provides for real time quantification and progression monitoring
services within its framework. It provides for fully automated detection, quantification
and visualization of key metrics at each step of the process.

Grafana
Dashboard
Monitoring
Grafana Dashboard
forfor
Monitoring
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CNNs to Detect Abnormalities in

Chest X-Rays
Automated X-Ray Reads for Better Medical Diagnosis
Chest X-Rays are routinely used as a standard diagnostic tool for
a variety of lung related ailments. We wanted to validate the use
of AI powered tools as a diagnostic assistant.
Based on the algorithm implementation, we validated that
transfer learning methods accurately distinguished bacterial and
viral pneumonia on chest X-Rays. This has potential for
generalized high-impact application in biomedical imaging and
our understanding and validation of these algorithms can be
helpful to our clients.
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DATA PIPELINE
We collected and labeled a total of 5,232 chest X-ray images from children, including 3,883
characterized as depicting pneumonia (2,538 bacterial and 1,345 viral) and 1,349 normal,
from a total of 5,856 patients to train the AI system.
We investigated the effectiveness of our transfer learning framework in classifying
paediatric chest X-rays to detect pneumonia and furthermore to distinguish viral and
bacterial pneumonia, knowledge and expertise of which can be utilized by our clients to
build solutions which will facilitate rapid response for children needing urgent
interventions.

TRAINING PIPELINE
We applied transfer learning framework to train the classifiers to predict the abnormalities.
The development of convolutional neural network layers has allowed for the ability to classify
images and detect objects in a picture. We applied multiple processing layers to which
image analysis filters, or convolutions, are applied. The abstracted representation of images
within each layer is constructed by systematically convolving multiple filters across the
image, producing a feature map that is used as input to the following layer. This architecture
makes it possible to process images in the form of pixels as input and to give the desired
classification as output.

Normal

Bacterial Pneumonia

Viral Pneumonia

Reference

Identifying Medical Diagnoses and Treatable Diseases by Image-Based Deep Learning,
(Daniel S. Kermany)
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SERVING PIPELINE
The model generates a description of the X-ray findings, including name, size and location
of the abnormality, that is used to pre-fill radiology reports. It can easily be integrated
within any workflow management platform to register and track patients through the
process of clinical and X-ray screening, and sputum confirmation. The model can provide
an overview of all patients registered for X-ray screening, bacteriological test results and
radiology reports.

MONITORING AND LOGGING
Wavelabs Insight also provides for real time quantification and progression monitoring
services within its framework. It provides for fully automated detection, quantification and
visualization of key metrics at each step of the process.

Grafana Dashboard for Monitoring
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AGILE DELIVERY PODS
Our agile pods consist of 4-10 specialists with skillsets and experience levels
complementing each other, assembled to suit the client’s project needs with the ultimate
business goal of improving customer satisfaction and reducing time-to-market.

BENEFITS OF THE POD COMPOSITION
DIVERSE SKILLSETS

In a POD structure, you would have access to a team of cross-functional
employees, at a fixed cost.
FASTER DELIVERY CYCLE

With our POD structure, we can be truly agile. Our pods can find the right
solution in the shortest timespan possible.
MAINTAIN CONTINUITY

The scope, key roles and specific responsibilities of the pod through
different phases of the project are kept consistent to prevent functionality
loss and mistranslated specifications.
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Figure 4 - Wavelabs Insight Delivery Pod
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insight.wavelabs.ai
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Contributor: Debiprasad Banerjee, SVP & Practice Head - Data and AI
At Wavelabs, Debi leads our AI practice, building it into a key differentiator for the
company. He also plays a significant role in managing large customer portfolios and
delivering on strategy and consulting assignments for customers across the globe.
In the last two decades, Debi has worked in many large Consulting and Technology
Services organizations like PWC, Cognizant etc., managing customer relationships and
delivering large scale projects to clients in BFSI & Telecom industries. He has studied
Advanced Strategy at IIM Calcutta and also holds a Bachelor’s Degree in Engineering
from BIT Ranchi.

www.wavelabs.ai

